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Covering Kashmir
The Datelines of Despair
BA S H A R AT P E E R

ome years ago during a summer break from university, I walked into the office of
Kashmir’s most respected daily, The Kashmir Times, to meet a senior journalist. I was
a starry-eyed political science graduate -- wanted to be a journalist and maybe a writer
someday. “How hard do I need to work on my English?” I asked him. “To be a journalist in
Kashmir, you need to know around thirty words of the English language”, he sighed. I left
his office a little confused.
The following years of reporting and writing about the conflict in Kashmir made me
agree with him. The list is: Fear, arrest, prison, torture, death, Indian security forces, separatist guerrillas/Islamic militants/terrorists, grenades, assault rifles, sandbag bunkers,
army installations, hide-outs, crackdowns, search and destroy operations, common people,
frustration, tension, anxiety, trauma, democracy, betrayal, self-determination, freedom,
peace talks, international community, mediation, non-starter, breakdown, despair and rage.
Journalists do pretty well as professionals using various combinations of the above list of
words. We do end up using death and despair more often. And reporters eager to ‘show,
not tell’ add to the list phrases and clichés like: eyes welling with tears, choking voice,
shivering fingers, hopeless sighs, lives wrinkled by suffering, youth consumed by hopelessness, rage fuelled by humiliation. At times, words like hope, dreams and ambition also
find their way into copy.
Kashmir may not get a hundredth of the international newsprint that Palestine does,
yet in South Asia it is a ‘sexy’ beat. It is front page/cover story stuff in South Asian media.
Reporters vie for stories; still, the above-mentioned words and phrases suffice most of the
time. Dexterity with permutations and combinations does not help; the story of Kashmir
helps. It does not change.
The joke about a wire service reporter in Srinagar is that he wrote the basic format for
his news stories years ago. He keeps altering names and figures in his basic report which
reads, “At least seven protesting Kashmiri villagers were killed and fifteen others injured,
three of them seriously, when Indian paramilitary forces opened fire on demonstrators at X
village three kilometres from Y in south Kashmir. The villagers were demonstrating against
the alleged custodial killings of five local youth”.
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Or, “Five civilians were killed and twenty injured when
separatist militants hurled a grenade at an installation of
Indian security forces in the north Kashmir town, Baramulla. The grenade missed the target and exploded on
the street. The injured have been rushed to a local hospital. A ten year old boy/a youth/a woman is critically
wounded”. The stories hardly ever carry that boy’s or
youth’s or woman’s name. Names do not matter. They do
not tell us the story of a person who lived with a name
from childhood to adolescence to youth or maybe middle
age before he/she fell to a bullet. For all those people
whom bullets mutated into statistics, a carefully chosen
name exists: collateral damage. It tells neither about a
person’s religion nor his/her ethnicity. It tells nothing.
Such reports constitute most of the news that came from
Kashmir since 1989. Only figures of the death tolls lower
in the wintry months between December and March -- winters in Kashmir are harsh and relatively peaceful. And
news stories written for international wires or newspapers
have an additional paragraph on the background of the
conflict. In a 1993 magazine story that paragraph read,
“More than 11,600 lives have been claimed in JammuKashmir, where Muslim rebels have been fighting for independence for more than five years”. I checked the same
magazine this month; the paragraph had been updated
to, “More than 50,000 lives have been claimed…”
Anyone who takes interest in reports from a place
like Kashmir, which geography has placed somewhere
between the remote Himalayas and has neither oil nor
gas reserves, certainly deserves to know more.
Reporters in Kashmir do write special/interesting
stories too; they write profiles of boys who wanted to be
doctors and turned suicide bombers; they write about
these boys’ mothers serving them tea while narrating the
last meeting, when the would-be suicide bomber was
an unknown, unheard of son. They write about village
women raped/allegedly raped, (depending on editorial
policy/degrees of conscience/fears/apprehensions or
to quote my ageing father, “foolhardiness”) mostly by
Indian security forces and at times by ‘unknown gunmen’;
about the children of almost 4000 Kashmiri men who disappeared after being arrested by Indian forces, holding
placards at demonstrations enquiring about their fathers;
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about their mothers earning titles like ‘half-widows’, waiting
for years for the husbands to return.
They write about tourist guides nostalgic for the time
when Kashmir was the second-largest tourist destination in
Asia, before the first bomb exploded on a street in Srinagar
announcing the birth of armed militancy amidst a population
historically reputed for their docility, even bordering on cowardice; about the Pandits who lived harmoniously with Muslims
for centuries but cast their lot politically with India and migrated to the Indian plains after certain militant groups killed
some prominent Pandits.
Kashmir does not just have reporters; veteran Kashmir
watchers and syndicated columnists thrive in hordes. They
tell in cold black print the reasons that fuelled the boiling rage
of militancy, reasons such as that for a petty amount the
British sold Kashmir to a petty Hindu chieftain; that the Hindu
ruler and his descendents ruled Kashmir oppressively till
1947; that the United Nations Security Council resolutions for
a plebiscite in Kashmir remain unimplemented half a century
after India and Pakistan fought their first war over Kashmir,
their first diplomatic battle in Geneva.
That even Sheikh Mohammed Abdullah, the popular
leader of Kashmir who led the movement against monarchy
till 1947, supported India when the Hindu ruler signed the
instrument of accession with India, and who was later
betrayed. That even the autonomy granted by the instrument
of accession was shredded to pieces by New Delhi’s puppet
regime during the Sheikh’s jail days between 1953 and 1975.
That the Kashmiris who watched the portrayal of the unrelenting Libyan revolutionary, Omar Mukhtar, on celluloid
looked at the Sheikh’s acceptance of Indian authority on his
release as a betrayal after decades of his struggle.
That India rigged the state elections of 1987, which the
Sheikh’s flamboyant son Farooq Abdullah along with Indian
National Congress was losing against a spontaneously
formed opposition Muslim United Front (MUF). That MUF
polling agents and candidates were arrested and tortured.
They also write about the consequences: That
Mohammed Yousuf Shah, a MUF candidate whose defeat was
engineered and who was arrested, heads the largest Kashmiri
guerrilla outfit, Hizb-ul-Mujahideen. That his polling agent, a
wiry youth, a cardiac patient, Yasin Malik heads another
group, the pro-independence Jammu and Kashmir Liberation
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Front, which fired the first bullet in the armed rebellion
against India in the winter of 1989. That the winter of
1989 was when Kashmir became news, news that continues to read like a headline I saw on The Kashmir Times
front page last month: “26 Killed in a Day of Routine
Violence”.
This winter is the fourteenth since 1989. As snow
whitens the green peaks of Kashmir’s mountains, we hear
that the winds of change are blowing. The media is telling
the story of a thaw between India and Pakistan: of
Pakistan declaring a unilateral ceasefire on the Line of
Control, the temporary border dividing Kashmir between
India and Pakistan; of the nuclear neighbours not shelling
eachother’s positions. Of Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari
Vajpayee, who once wrote a poem asking how could the
pilots who dropped the bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki sleep at night, shaking hands with Pakistani
president Musharraf in Pakistan and describing him as
the “biggest leader from Pakistan”.
Of the resumption of air links between India and
Pakistan, cancelled after the December 13th, 2001, terror attack on Indian parliament. Of a train named Samjhauta (Compromise) Express chugging along the tracks
between India and Pakistan. Sounds good! Sounds great!
But reporters in Srinagar carry on filing the usual reports.
A recent report read, “60 injured in Kashmir violence”.
Militant groups do not accept the ceasefire; they
believe it is mere political posturing. Traditional Indian and
Pakistani positions on Kashmir remain unchanged. For
Pakistan, Kashmir remains the “jugular vein”. For India,
she is the “integral part” and “the test case of its secular
credentials”, which were badly torn apart in the 2002
pogrom in the Western Indian state of Gujarat, wherein
Hindu fanatics killed around 2000 local Muslims after a
Muslim mob killed 57 Hindu militants.
Kashmiris fear it might be just another round
of “PLEASE BUSH, PLEASE BLAIR, INDO-PAK CHAMPIONSHIP”, and the shadows of death and despair will keep
lurking. A twenty-one year old neighbour of mine, who
loves Ezra Pound and is irritated with Hanif Qureishi using
“f**k” too often in a play tells me, “Nothing will change in
Kashmir”. Many others I spoke to agree. I feel like agreeing, but hope this time around we are wrong.
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